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Sacha Moussaie� and Rupert Carr’s fast-growing 
operation followed up 2017’s acquisition of Harpers
and Harrison by taking on Druce’s long- established
branch in South Kensington, more than doubling its
let and managed portfolio and significantly
boosting its presence in the Kensington and
Chelsea sales market.

2018 also marked Milton Stone’s first foray into the
St John’s Wood market, where it went on to post
sales of £22m. The year’s combined deal tally added
up to £63m.

Property consultants Sacha Moussaie� and Rupert
Carr have a combined 45 years of experience in the
Central London property market, primarily in the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.

Specialising in Sales, Rentals and Acquisitions of
residential apartments and houses, Milton Stone
are located in South Kensington just moments
from Gloucester Road.

Our knowledge and expertise in the local property
market is unrivalled and we pride ourselves on
giving our clients the very best advice and guidance.
The process of buying, selling and renting has
evolved, leading to over 80% of applicants beginning
their search for a property online. Milton Stone have
therefore developed a website which will provide
our client’s properties with the maximum exposure
to the buying and renting public, utilising all of the
major web portals and search engines.

MILTON STONE RANKED

OUT OF LONDON’S TOP 50 
BOUTIQUE ESTATE AGENCIES

RATIONALE: PrimeResi’s Prime Movers indices are based on independent research and a range 
of sources – including a survey of PrimeResi Professional Members, which resulted in over 
1,000 nominations for individual firms. PrimeResi.com tracks notable prime residential deals, 
instructions and business moves throughout the year, closely monitoring which agencies are 
involved on both the buying and selling sides. Short-listed firms are given the opportunity to 
submit a company profile and business highlights from the last 12 months. The rankings are 
qualitative judgements that attempt to measure recent success and business developments, 
quality of service, influence, innovation, and reputation within the industry; they are not based 
on company size or quantity of deals done.

London’s Top 50 Boutique Estate Agencies 
Prime London’s most influential, successful 
& innovative small sales & lettings agencies.


